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Mississippi Kite

Ictinia mississippiensis

1

Probable First Summer

06-02-2020 12:10 PM

Yes

https://ebird.org/checklist/S69972835

Montgomery

Merion Station

505 Baird Road

40.0031x-75.2560

Suburban yard (flyover)

100-200 yards

Overcast, with diffused glare from noon sun coming through

Swarovski EL 10x42 Binocular

Circling over yard, not too high. Spotted it while returning from run; it stayed long
enough for me to go in and get bins. Not a full adult—faint fine white bands in
tail. Otherwise just appeared all dark, no finer plumage details visible in overcast
noon sky. Clear kite profile with long pointed gull-like wings, fairly long flared tail
with square corners.

https://ebird.org/checklist/S69972835
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Soaring without flapping, moving in slow circles (which gave me enough time to
run inside to get bins) but overall heading northwest.

All-dark raptor with long narrow wings and flared square-edged tail, with a few
fine/thin white bands visible upon careful inspection of the tail. Just going by
profile alone, wings were too narrow and pointed for a buteo or accipiter, and tail
was not right for a falcon. While wings were quite gull-like, tail shape and pattern
rule out any sort of dark gull (not that any gull that dark could be present here
anyway). Moving to plumage--though the light was too poor to see fine details of
color, the bird was close enough to see that it was all dark, with the only
white/light markings being those bands in the tail. I can think of no other diurnal
raptor that could be here and would be all dark like this (profile and proportions
clearly ruled out an eagle, not to mention vultures and black corvids).

I recall that several other sightings of this species were also reported to eBird in
Montgomery and other nearby counties within a week or two of this sighting.

Yes.  I know the marks against this sighting are the lack of a photo and the not-
ideal light conditions.  That said, the bird was pretty close and I had a
reasonably long look through binoculars.  I'm quite confident of the details of the
profile and plumage noted above.
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